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ABSTRACT: This letter reports an efficient and compatible silicon
membrane combining the physical properties of nanospikes and
microchannel arrays for mechanical cell lysis. This hierarchical silicon
nanospikes membrane was created to mechanically disrupt cells for a
rapid process with high throughput, and it can be assembled with
commercial syringe filter holders. The membrane was fabricated by
photoelectrochemical overetching to form ultrasharp nanospikes in
situ along the edges of the microchannel arrays. The intracellular
protein and nucleic acid concentrations obtained using the proposed
membrane within a short period of time were quantitatively higher
than those obtained by routine, conventional acoustic and chemical
lysis methods.
KEYWORDS: hierarchical structure, porous silicon membrane, ultrasharp nanospikes, electrochemical etching, cell lysis,
point-of-care diagnostics
Cell lysis is a basic and core technique for the extraction ofintracellular proteins and nucleic acids in most bio-
chemical and biophysics research fields. The advent of lab-on-a-
chip (LOC) significantly impacted on the development of new
lysis tools, which are compact and compatible with microfluidic
devices, to improve the efficiency of routine processes for
sample preparation.1−3 Many conventional cell lysis approaches
including chemical,4 electrical,5−7 thermal,8 optical,9,10 and
acoustic11,12 methods need multiple steps that affect the
integrity of extracted proteins and nucleic acids. Those methods
also require specialized equipment such as electrical sources, a
centrifuge, heater, laser or sonicator which might limit point-of-
care diagnostics in developing countries. On the other hand,
mechanical13−15 methods could lyse cells handily without
specialized equipment and minimize protein denaturation
resulting from the chemical reagent, electrical wave, or thermal
shock during nonmechanical lysis processes. Consequentially,
new mechanical cell-lysis chips based on LOC are recently
being developed to satisfy the increasing market demand for a
faster, cheaper, more facile and reliable process.
In general, the poor efficiency of cell lysis step limits the
postanalysis, which is mostly affected by the concentration and
the integrity of extracted proteins. Clearly, special designs for
mechanical cell lysis are required to lyse cells rapidly and
productively for a high concentration, the minimum loss of
extracted proteins and direct analysis. Various types of LOC-
based mechanical cell-lysis devices using nanoscale barbs,13
nanoblades14 or nanowires15 have extensively been investigated
during the past decade. However, they have focused on the
integration of sharp structures within a microfluidic channel.
Such devices might require a relatively long time to gather the
desired protein concentration needed for analysis due to the
slow flow rate of infusing cells, caused by increasing fluidic
resistance in a limited number of microchannels. Most of them
also have involved complicated fabrication processes in which
many stepssuch as lithography, alignment, reactive-ion
etching, polymerization or bottom-up synthesis of nanostruc-
tureswere needed to make a whole device. Therefore, the
development of a mechanical cell-lysis tool with a simple,
robust, compact, faster, massive, and more reliable operation
still remains as a practical engineering challenge.
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical silicon nanospikes
membrane (HSSM) for facile, rapid, cost-effective, and high-
throughput mechanical cell lysis without the assistance of
additional reagents or power sources. The efficiency of cell lysis
can be dramatically improved by the numerous self-decorated
nanospikes on the periphery of the vertically aligned micro-
channels, which are tailored through maskless and single-step
photoelectrochemical (PEC) etching. The direct assembly of
the proposed membrane with a commercial syringe filter holder
without changing any parts of the commercial products is also
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expected to minimize the fabrication cost as well as the
preparation time for cell lysis.
Figure 1 depicts a schematic illustration of the overall cell-
lysis device, composed of three main parts: a syringe filter
holder, the proposed membrane and a commercial syringe. The
HSSM is located in the middle of a syringe filter holder and
fixed between two silicone gaskets to minimize the unwanted
flow leakage along the edges of the membrane. This assembly
makes cells pass directly across the HSSM, and thus, be
ruptured by the ultrasharp nanospikes. The HSSM can be mass-
fabricated in a silicon wafer scale and then diced properly for a
desired design, as seen in Figure 1. The dimensions of diced
HSSM from a wafer-scale membrane are based on specifica-
tions of a syringe filter holder. In this work, the membrane with
a thickness of 120 μm and a diameter of 13 mm, which fits
neatly into a commercial 13 mm syringe filter holder (Swinnex
13 Filter Holders, Millipore, MA), was tailored and used for
experiments. The nanospikes surface of the HSSM faces the
syringe tip. Therefore, cells inside the syringe connected to the
filter holder with the HSSM can be rapidly ruptured with high
throughput by simply pushing a plunger piston, as illustrated in
Figure 1.
The overall fabrication process includes one single main
process: PEC etching for forming a coherent microporous
silicon membrane and decorating nanospikes in situ at the
edges of fabricated microchannels by overetching. The detail
fabrication process of the HSSM is included and illustrated with
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. The PEC etching in
hydrofluoric (HF) acid solution, which is a highly anisotropic
wet etching process, has traditionally been used for fabrication
of microstructures in silicon substrates with aspect ratios over
10:1 and often 100:1.16−18 The formation mechanism of
microporous silicon by PEC etching is a charge exchange
between the semiconductor surface and fluoride ions in HF
acid.19 Since the charge exchange mechanism is affected by the
dopant type of the substrate,19 minority carriers in n-type
semiconductors (i.e., holes) can be generated by photo-
illumination, reducing the width of the carrier depleted space
charge region (SCR).20 Under anodic bias, these holes move to
the Si surface where Si−Si bonds weaken, allowing them to be
etched by F− ions in HF acid as seen in the circle showing the
zoomed-in view of the Si surface in Figure S1a.19 Since anodic
bias of n-type silicon always generates a SCR, the initiation of
trenches occurs spontaneously at random positions and affects
to the diameter of each trench by the local capturing efficiency
for minority carriers.21 Unlike PEC etching with a mask pattern
to generate uniform nucleation grooves by protecting the
unexposed surface from F− ions attack, a fully maskless PEC
etching was intentionally used in this study to induce the
sequent and discrete nucleation sites on the Si surface, which
gradually etches on the periphery of the pre-etched trenches by
initiating the formation of new trenches next to them (see
Figure S1b, c in the Supporting Information). This continuative
formation of trenches with a time lag remains as extremely
narrow spaces between circular shapes of trenches because of
geometry confinement, and thus, these unetched spaces
become ultrasharp nanospikes, as seen in Figure S1d in the
Supporting Information.
Images a and b in Figure 2 show the actual membrane size
and a top surface view of the fabricated HSSM with an average
pore diameter of 5.7 μm and an approximate porosity of 35.7%
(14 000 pores/mm2) after PEC etching, respectively. The
cross-section view shows high-aspect-ratio and straight micro-
channel arrays with an average length of 150 μm, as seen in
Figure 2c. Figure 2d shows ultrasharp nanospikes on the
periphery of the vertically aligned microchannels which will
allow rapid cell disruptions immediately after infusing into the
HSSM. Considering the flow rate of the cells-containing
solution through the membrane, higher porosities are desirable
for high-throughput lysis because the overall flow rate increases.
However, because higher porosity can reduce the mechanical
strength, and thus limit a finger force pushing a plunger piston,
parametric investigations for various porosities will be needed
for commercial adoption of the HSSM.22
For the characterization of the cell-lysis performance by the
HSSM, immortalized human keratinocyte cell-line (HaCaT, a
gift from Berkeley Tissue Culture Facility), which is most often
used in scientific research because of its highly preserved
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the direct assembly using the hierarchical silicon nanospikes membrane and a commercial hand-held syringe filter
holder for mechanical cell lysis.
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differentiation capacity,23 was used in this study. The detailed
cell preparation for the experiment is described in the
Supporting Information. After putting cells in a commercial
syringe, the syringe filter holder assembled with the HSSM was
directly connected to the syringe. Finally, the cells were injected
toward the HSSM by simply pushing a plunger piston for the
lysis. In order to obtain cell lysate by the acoustic and chemical
methods, the sonication in a water bath (Branson 3510,
Branson Ultrasonics, CT) at room temperature for 20 min and
mixing suspended cells with a reagent (M-PER, Mammalian
Protein Extraction Reagent, Thermo Scientific, MA) followed
by incubation at room temperature for 10 min, was conducted
for a comparative analysis, respectively.
Figure 3a shows an experimental image of the mechanical
cell-lysis process using the fabricated membrane assembled with
a commercial syringe filter holder and directly connected to a
syringe. After lysis, the lysate of the HaCaT cells was directly
dropped into a microcentrifuge tube, as seen in Figure 3a, and
centrifuged at 14 000 rpm for 15 min. Figure 3b shows that the
lysate after the developed mechanical cell lysis does not contain
any cell membrane debris, whereas the routine centrifugation
was necessary for the lysate obtained by conventional chemical
cell lysis to deposit the debris (Figure 3c). Therefore, the
HSSM acts both as a cell disrupter and a filter after disruption,
which allows rapid cell lysis and direct analysis by significantly
reducing the postprocess and maintaining the integrity of
purified samples, respectively. The scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) image of the HSSM before and after cell lysis is
shown in images a and b in Figure 4, respectively. The HaCaT
cells with an average diameter of 20 μm were ruptured by
ultrasharp silicon nanospikes, whereas the structural shape of
the nanospikes remains as before lysis without breakages, which
might be caused by the force of inertia resulting from the flow
rate across the HSSM. Figure 4c shows the zoomed-out view of
the ruptured and filtrated debris of HaCaT cell membrane. In
order to confirm that cells were not able to pass through the
HSSM without lysing, the optical image of HaCaT cells before
and after the HSSM cell lysis was observed using a bright field
microscope as shown in Figure S2a, b in the Supporting
Information, respectively. These results demonstrate that
HaCaT cells were successfully destructed and filtrated after
lysing (i.e., passing through the HSSM) while the cells were
visually observed before lysing. As the HSSM filters cell
membrane debris out by anchoring them between nanospikes,
it allows rapid cell lysis and direct analysis due to the reduced
postprocess step. For further secure filtration, a commercial
membrane filter (Omnipore, 0.2 μm, 13 mm, Milipore, MA)
can be additionally placed behind the HSSM.
To quantitatively evaluate the lysis efficiency of the HSSM,
we performed nonspikes silicon membrane lysis, conventional
acoustic lysis, and chemical lysis and compared it to the one
prepared using the developed mechanical cell-lysis method. For
the nonspikes silicon membrane, the PEC etching was carried
out again with a reduced anodization time to prevent the
formation of nanospikes by overetching (i.e., the etching was
stopped at the Figure S1c step). Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information shows the SEM images of the nonspikes silicon
membrane, which was etched for 100 min. For quantitative
analysis, concentrations of intracellular proteins and nucleic
acids were measured for all methods using a spectrophotometer
(NanoDrop 2000, Thermo Scientific, MA). The wavelengths to
measure the optical absorbance of intracellular proteins and
nucleic acids in soluble cell lysates were 280 and 260 nm,
respectively.
The total protein and nucleic acid concentrations in each
lysate are shown in Figure 5 with p-values. As shown in the
figure, it was found that both the intracellular protein (1018 ±
60.1 mg mL−1) and the nucleic acid concentrations (99.3 ±
19.1 ng μL−1) via the developed mechanical cell lysis using the
HSSM were higher than those obtained by the conventional
acoustic (204 ± 40.36 mg mL−1 and 25.5 ± 5.99 ng μL−1) and
chemical (898.67 ± 22.03 mg mL−1 and 89.55 ± 2.41 ng μL−1)
methods even though the total lysis time required for the
developed method was less than 1 min. Figure S4 in the
Supporting Information shows the intracellular protein species
separated by gel electrophoresis verifying that the HaCaT cell
lysing by the developed mechanical method was able to extract
various proteins from the cell. The results demonstrate that the
HSSM mechanical cell lysis is superior to the conventional
Figure 2. SEM images of photoelectrochemically etched hierarchical
silicon nanospikes membrane: (a) size comparison of the fabricated 13
mm diameter membrane with a U.S. one-cent coin, (b) top surface
view, (c) 45° tilted view, and (d) zoomed-in view of ultrasharp
nanospikes. Scale bars: (b) 10, (c) 20, and (d) 1 μm.
Figure 3. Experimental image of (a) the developed mechanical cell-
lysis process and (b) the lysate without membrane debris after
centrifugation compared to the (c) deposited membrane debris in the
lysate obtained by conventional chemical lysis.
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acoustic method and comparable to the chemical method. To
investigate the significance of nanospikes, cell lysis with a
nonspikes silicon membrane, which might rupture cells by the
fluidic shear force between the cell membrane and micro-
channel wall, was also conducted in the same manner resulting
in the protein (292 ± 79.5 mg mL−1) and nucleic acid
concentrations (36.5 ± 17.01 ng μL−1), which were
approximately three times lower than those obtained by the
HSSM cell lysis.
To demonstrate the reliability of cell lysis by the fabricated
HSSM, hepatocellular carcinoma cell-line (HepG2, a gift from
Berkeley Tissue Culture Facility), which has much smaller
diameter (10 μm) than HaCaT cell, was analyzed in the same
manner as the HaCaT cell lysing. As a result, the total protein
and nucleic acid concentrations after HepG2 cell lysing were
shown in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information showing
quantitatively higher values than those obtained by conven-
tional methods. Therefore, the developed mechanical cell lysis
with a tailored silicon nanospikes membrane, which also can be
mass-fabricated for commercialization, is a much more
convenient, rapid, and efficient method than the conventional
acoustic, mechanical, and chemical approaches.
In this letter, a hierarchical silicon nanospikes membrane was
developed for rapid and high-throughput mechanical cell lysis
to extract intracellular proteins and nucleic acids without the
assistance of chemicals, external power sources or microfluidic
platforms. A demonstration of this membrane was shown with a
tailored fabrication process by the PEC overetching, intention-
ally inducing sequent and discrete nucleation sites on the Si
surface. The ultrasharp nanospikes were successfully fabricated
along the edges of vertically aligned microchannel arrays to
rupture cell membranes as well as to filter out membrane
debris. For the mechanical cell lysis, the fabricated membrane
was directly assembled with a commercial syringe filter holder
and then connected to a syringe. The HaCaT and HepG2 cell
lysates prepared by the HSSM mechanical cell lysis method had
quantitatively higher intracellular protein and nucleic acid
concentrations than those obtained by conventional acoustic
and chemical lysis methods. The hand-held HSSM mechanical
cell lysis method allowed successful, efficient and high-
throughput cell lysis within a short period of time compared
to conventional methods which require complicated multiple
steps and expensive equipment such as a sonicator and
centrifuge. This study is a first step toward demonstrating the
feasibility of a cost-effective and simple cell lysis to address the
sample preparation requirements for point-of-care diagnostics
of a disease in developing countries by reducing postprocess
time and the use of expensive equipment.
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